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Abstract—Multi-hop data delivery through vehicular ad hoc
networks is complicated by the fact that vehicular networksare
highly mobile and frequently disconnected. To address thisissue,
we adopt the idea of carry and forward, where a moving vehicle
carries the packet until a new vehicle moves into its vicinity and
forwards the packet. Different from existing carry and forward
solutions, we make use of the predicable vehicle mobility, which
is limited by the traffic pattern and the road layout. Based onthe
existing traffic pattern, a vehicle can find the next road to forward
the packet to reduce the delay. We propose several vehicle-assisted
data delivery (VADD) protocols to forward the packet to the best
road with the lowest data delivery delay. Experimental results
show that the proposed VADD protocols outperform existing
solutions in terms of packet delivery ratio, data packet delay
and protocol overhead. Among the proposed VADD protocols, the
Hybrid Probe (H-VADD) protocol has much better performance.

Index Terms: Vehicular networks, data delivery, carry and
forward, routing, wireless networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) have been envi-
sioned to be useful in road safety and many commercial
applications [1], [2]. For example, a vehicular network can
be used to alert drivers to potential traffic jams, providing
increased convenience and efficiency. It can also be used to
propagate emergency warning to drivers behind a vehicle (or
incident) to avoid multi-car collisions. To realize this vision,
FCC has allocated 75 MHz of spectrum for dedicated short
range communications (vehicle-vehicle or vehicle-roadside),
and IEEE is working on standard specifications for intervehicle
communication. As more and more vehicles are equipped
with communication capabilities that allow for intervehicle
communication, large scale vehicular ad hoc networks are
expected to be available in the near future.

Quite a few researches have been done on intervehicle com-
munication. Medium access control (MAC) issues have been
addressed in [1], [3], [4], where slot-reservation MAC pro-
tocols [3], [4] and congestion control policies for emergency
warning [1] are studied. Transportation safety issues havebeen
addressed in [2], [5], where vehicles communicate with each
other and with the static network nodes such as traffic lights,
bus shelters, and traffic cameras. Data dissemination protocols
[6], [7] have been proposed to disseminate information about
traffic, obstacles, and hazard on the roads. Other applications
such as real time video streaming between vehicles have been
studied in [8].

Most of the aforementioned works are limited to one hop
or short range multihop communication. On the other hand,
VANETs are also useful to other scenarios. For example,
without Internet connection, a moving vehicle may want to
query a data center several miles away through a VANET.
To further motivate our work, consider the widely deployed
Wireless LANs or infostations [9] [10] which can be used
to deliver advertisements and announcements such as sale
information or remaining stocks at a department store; the
available parking lot at a parking place; the meeting schedule
at a conference room. Since the broadcast range is limited,
only clients around the access point can directly receive the
data. However, these data may be beneficial for people in
moving vehicles which are far away. For example, people
driving to shopping may want to query several department
stores to decide where to go; a driver may query the traffic
cameras or parking lot information to make a better road plan.
All these queries may be issued miles or tens of miles away
from the broadcast site. With a VANET, the requester can send
the query to the broadcast site and get reply from it. In the
above applications, the users can tolerate up to seconds or
minute of delay as long as the reply eventually returns.

Although aforementioned services can be supported by the
wireless infrastructure (e.g., 3G), the cost of doing this is high
and may not be possible when such an infrastructure does
not exist or is damaged. From the service provider point of
view, setting up a wireless LAN is very cheap, but the cost
of connecting it to the Internet or the wireless infrastructure
is high. From the user point of view, the cost of accessing
data through the wireless carrier is still high and most of the
cellular phone users are limited to voice service. Moreover, in
case of disaster, the wireless infrastructure may be damaged,
whereas wireless LANs and vehicular networks can be used
to provide important traffic, rescue and evacuation information
to the users.

Multi-hop data delivery through VANETs is complicated
by the fact that vehicular networks are highly mobile and
sometimes sparse. The network density is related to the traffic
density, which is affected by the location and time. For
example, the traffic density is low in rural areas and during
night, but very high in the large populated area and during
rush hours. Although it is very difficult to find an end-to-
end connection for a sparsely connected network, the high
mobility of vehicular networks introduces opportunities for
mobile vehicles to connect with each other intermittently
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during moving. Namboodiriet al. [11] showed that there is
a high chance for moving vehicles to set up a short path with
few hops in a highway model. Further, a moving vehicle can
carry the packet and forward it to the next vehicle. Through
relays, carry and forward, the message can be delivered to
the destination without an end-to-end connection for delay-
tolerant applications.

This paper studies the problem of efficient data delivery
in vehicular ad hoc networks. Specifically, when a vehicle
issues a delay tolerant data query to some fixed site, we
propose techniques to efficiently route the packet to that site,
and receive the reply within reasonable delay. The proposed
vehicle-assisted data delivery (VADD) is based on the idea
of carry and forward [12], where nodes carry the packet
when routes do not exist, and forward the packet to the new
receiver that moves into its vicinity. Different from existing
carry and forwarding approaches [12], [13], [14] it makes use
of the predictable mobility in VANET, which is limited by the
traffic pattern and the road layout. Extensive experiments are
used to evaluate the proposed data delivery protocols. Results
show that the proposed VADD protocols outperform existing
solutions in terms of packet delivery ratio, data packet delay
and protocol overhead.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes how to model the data delivery delay. The VADD
protocols will be presented in Section III. Section IV eval-
uates the performance of the proposed protocols. Section V
concludes the paper.

II. T HE VADD M ODEL

In this section, we first give the assumptions, the overview
of Vehicle-Assisted Data Delivery (VADD), and then present
the VADD delay model.

A. Assumptions

We assume vehicles communicate with each other through
short range wireless channel (100m-250m). The packet de-
livery information such as source id, source location, packet
generation time, destination location, expiration time, etc, is
specified by the data source and placed in the packet header. A
vehicle knows its location by triangulation or through GPS de-
vice, which is already popular in new cars and will be common
in the future. Vehicles enclose their own physical location,
moving velocity and direction information in their periodic
beacon messages, and these information can be overheard by
their one-hop neighbors.

We assume that vehicles are equipped with pre-loaded dig-
ital maps, which provide street-level map and traffic statistics
such as traffic density, vehicle speed on roads at different times
of the day, and traffic signal schedule (e.g. the length of red
signal interval) at intersections. Such kind of digital maphas
already been commercialized. The latest one is developed by
MapMechanics [15], which includes road speed data and an
indication of the relative density of vehicles on each road.
Yahoo is also working on integrating traffic statistics in its
new version of Yahoo Maps, where real traffic reports of major
US cities are available. We expect that more detailed traffic

statistics will be integrated into digital map in the near future.
Note that the cost of setting up such a vehicular network can be
justified by its application to many road safety and commercial
applications [5], [1], [2], which are not limited to the proposed
delay tolerant data delivery applications.

B. VADD overview

VADD is based on the idea of carry and forward. The most
important issue is to select a forwarding path with the small-
est packet delivery delay. Although geographical forwarding
approaches such as GPSR [16] which always chooses the next
hop closer to the destination, are very efficient for data delivery
in ad hoc networks, they may not be suitable for sparsely
connected vehicular networks.

As shown in Figure 1, suppose a driver approaches inter-
sectionIa and sends a request to the coffee shop (to make
a reservation) at the corner of intersectionIb. To forward
the request throughIa → Ic, Ic → Id, Id → Ib would be
faster than throughIa → Ib, even though the latter provides
geographically shortest possible path. The reason is that in
case of disconnection, the packet has to be carried by the
vehicle, whose moving speed is significantly slower than the
wireless communication.

In sparsely connected networks, vehicles should try to make
use of the wireless communication channel, and resort to
vehicles with faster speed otherwise. Thus, our VADD follows
the following basic principles:

1) Transmit through wireless channels as much as possible.
2) If the packet has to be carried through certain roads, the

road with higher speed should be chosen.
3) Due to the unpredictable nature of vehicular ad-hoc

networks, we cannot expect the packet to be success-
fully routed along the pre-computed optimal path, so
dynamic path selection should continuously be executed
throughout the packet forwarding process.

As shown in Figure 2, VADD has three packet modes:In-
tersection, StraightWay, and Destinationbased on the location
of the packetcarrier (i.e., the vehicle that carries the packet.)
By switching between these packet modes, the packet carrier
takes the best packet forwarding path. Among the three modes,
the Intersection mode is the most critical and complicated one,
since vehicles have more choices at the intersection.

C. The VADD Delay Model

To formally define the packet delivery delay, we need the
following notations.

• rij : the road fromIi to Ij .
• lij : the Euclidean distance ofrij .
• ρij : the vehicle density onrij .
• vij : the average vehicle velocity onrij .
• dij : the expected packet forwarding delay fromIi to Ij .

We assume the inter-vehicle distances follow Exponential
distribution with mean distance equal to1/ρij . Thus,

dij = (1 − e−R·ρij ) ·
lij · c

R
+ e−R·ρij ·

lij
vij

(1)
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Fig. 1. Find a path to the coffee shop
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whereR is the wireless transmission range, andc is average
one hop packet transmission delay. Equation 1 indicates that
the inter-vehicle distances are smaller thanR on a portion of

1− e
− R

ρij of the road, where wireless transmission is used to
forward the packet. On the rest of the road, vehicles are used
to carry the data. Apparently, larger traffic density make less
portion completed by vehicle motion.

One way to view the VADD delay model is to represent the
vehicular network as a directed graph, in which nodes rep-
resent intersections and edges represent the roads connecting
adjacent intersections. The direction of each edge is the traffic
direction. The packet forwarding delay between two adjacent
intersections is the weight of the edge. Given the weight on
each edge, a naive optimal forwarding path selection scheme
is to compute the shortest path from source to destination by
applying Dijkstra’s algorithm. However, this simple solution
does not work, since we cannot freely select the outgoing edge
to forward the packet at an intersection. Only those edges
with vehicles on it to carry packets can be the candidate path
for packet forwarding. However we can not know for sure
which direction the packet will go at the next intersection.In
other words, it is impossible to compute the complete packet
forwarding path.

To address this problem, we propose a stochastic model
to estimate the data delivery delay, which is used to select
the next road (intersection). We first introduce the following
notations:

InIm d�� �	
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Fig. 3. An example of the VADD Delay Model

• Dij : The expected packet delivery delay fromIi to the
destination if the packet carrier atIi chooses to deliver
the packet following roadrij .

• Pij : the probability that the packet is forwarded through
roadrij at Ii.

• N(j): the set of neighboring intersections ofIj .

As shown in Figure 3, for a packet atIm, the expected delay
of delivering the packet through roadrmn is:

Dmn = dmn +
∑

j∈N(n)

(Pnj × Dnj) (2)
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Fig. 4. One road graph

Figure 4 illustrates how to apply Equation 2 to a simple
triangle road, which only contains three intersectionsIa, Ib,
andIc. Suppose a data packet reachesIa, and the destination
is Ic. The forwarding scheme needs to decide whether to
forward the packet through the road toIc or Ib. This is done
by computing the value ofDac and Dab, and choosing the
smaller one. By applying Equation 2, we have the following
linear equations:







































Dac = dac

Dab = dab + Pba · Dba + Pbc · Dbc

Dba = dba + Pab · Dab + Pac · Dac

Dbc = dbc

Dcb = 0

Dca = 0

(3)

Note that bothdcb anddca are equal to0, since the packet
already arrives at destinationIc, and will not be forwarded
anymore. We can easily solve Equation 3 and getDac and
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Dab:

Dac =dac Dab =
1

1 − Pab · Pba

×

(dab + Pba · dba+

Pba · Pac · dac + Pbc · dbc)

Unfortunately, to find the minimum forwarding delay be-
tween two arbitrary intersections is impossible, since it in-
volves unlimited unknown intersections. However, by placing
a boundary including the source and the destination in a
connected graph, we are able to find the expected minimum
forwarding delay between them. Figure 5 shows one such
boundary which includes the sender and the destination (hot
spot). The boundary used in this paper is a circle with its
center point at the destination. The radius of the boundary
circle is 4000 meters if the distance between the packet and
the destination is less than 3000 meters; otherwise, the radius
is the distance between the packet and the destination plus
1000 meters. Certainly there are many other ways to place
the boundary, as long as the destination is enclosed. Since
only the roads within the boundary are used as available
paths to compute the delay, a large boundary covering more
high-density streets can generally find more close-to-optimal
paths, but with more computation overhead. Thus, there is a
tradeoff between computational complexity and accuracy in
delay estimation when selecting the boundary. Since this is
not the major concern of this paper and it does not affect the
correctness of our algorithms, we will not further discuss it in
this paper.

sender

Hot
spot

Fig. 5. Add a boundary

Since the number of intersections inside the boundary is
finite, we can derive Equation 2 for each outgoing edge of
every intersection within the boundary (similar to the method
used to derive Equation 3). In this way, ann×n linear equation
system is generated, wheren is the number of roads within
the boundary.

To follow the general representation of linear equation
systems, we rename the unknownDij as xij , rename the
subscriptij of dij and xij with a unique number for each
pair ij, and rename the subscript ofPij by its position in
the equations. Then, we can deriven linear equations withn

unknownsx1, x2, · · · , xn:

x1 =d1 + P11x1 + P12x2 + · · · + P1nxn

x2 =d2 + P21x1 + P22x2 + · · · + P2nxn

...

xn =dn + Pn1x1 + Pn2x2 + · · · + Pnnxn

It can be easily transformed to the following matrix.

(P11 − 1)x1 + P12x2 + · · · + P1nxn = −d1

P21x1 + (P22 − 1)x2 + · · · + P2nxn = −d2

...

Pn1x1 + Pn2x2 + · · · + (Pnn − 1)xn = −dn

which is equivalent to

(P − E) · X = −D (4)

where

P =











P11 P12 · · · P1n

P21 P22 · · · P2n

...
...

. . .
...

Pn1 Pn2 · · · Pnn











,

E =











1 0 · · · 0
0 1 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · 1











,

X =











x1

x2

...
xn











and D =











d1

d2

...
dn











We can prove that this linear equation system has one unique
solution (see Appendix). The typical way to solve this equation
is to use theGaussian Eliminationalgorithm, which is known
to be solved in timeΘ(n3).

By solving Equation 4, we getDij for the current intersec-
tion Ii. The packet carrier can sortDij for each neighboring
intersection Ij , and forward the packet to the road with
smaller delay. As a result, among all the vehicles within
communication range (calledcontacts) available at the in-
tersection, the packet will be forwarded to the one on the
road with the smallest delay. If no contact is available or all
available contacts are going through roads with longer delay
than the packet carrier’s next traveling road, the packet carrier
passes the intersection with the packet, and looks for the next
forwarding opportunity.

III. V EHICLE-ASSISTEDDATA DELIVERY PROTOCOLS

In this section, we present the VADD protocols. We first
present the protocols used in the Intersection mode and then
present the contact model and protocols on the Straightway.

A. VADD Protocols Used in the Intersection Mode

By deriving and solving Equation 4 at the intersection,
the packet carrier can sort all the outgoing directions and
check if there is a contact available to help forward through
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that direction. However, to determine the next hop among all
available contacts and ensure a packet to go through the pre-
computed direction is not trivial. As shown in Figure 6, vehicle
A has a packet to forward to certain destination. Assume
the optimal direction for this packet is North. There are two
available contacts for the packet carrier:B moving south and
C moving north.A has two choices on selecting the next hop
for the packet:B or C. Both choices aim at forwarding the
packet towards North: selectingB becauseB is geographically
closer towards North and provides better possibility to exploit
the wireless communication (e.g.B can immediately pass the
packet toD, but C cannot;) whereas selectingC because
C is moving in the packet forwarding direction. These two
choices lead to two different forwarding protocols:Location
First Probe (L-VADD)andDirection First Probe (D-VADD).

1) Location First Probe (L-VADD):Given the preferred
forwarding direction of a packet, L-VADD tries to find the
closest contact towards that direction as the next hop. First,
based on Equation 4,Dij can be obtained for each outgoing
road rij at intersectionIi. As a result, each outgoing road
is assigned a priority where smallerDij has higher priority.
Next, the packet carrier checks the outgoing directions starting
from the highest priority. For a selected direction, the packet
carrier chooses the next intersection towards the selected
direction as thetarget intersection, and apply geographical
greedy forwarding towards the target intersection to pass the
packet. If the current packet carrier cannot find any contactto
the target intersection, it chooses the direction with the next
lower priority and re-starts the geographical greedy forwarding
towards the new target intersection. This process continues
until the selected direction has lower priority than the packet
carrier’s current moving direction. At this time, the packet
carrier will continue carrying the packet.

B

A� �� � � � �� � ��� � �� � �� � ��� � �� � �� � ��� � �
Fig. 7. A scenario of routing loop

As shown in Figure 6, vehicleA forwards the packet toB.

Seems like this is better than selectingC as the next hop, since
B can immediately forward packet toD. Even if D does not
exist, selectingB seems as good as selectingC, sinceB will
meetC shortly and the packet can be passed toC anyway.
However, L-VADD may result inrouting loops. Figure 7
shows one such scenario. Assume the North direction has
the highest priority and East has the second highest priority.
A first checks North and can not find any contact. Then, it
checks East, and findsB which is closer towards East. Thus,
it forwards the packet toB. Upon receiving the packet,B
checks the North direction first and findsA is closer towards
North, and then passing the packet back toA. There is a loop
betweenA andB.

A simple solution to break the routing loop is to record
the previous hop(s) information. As in the above example,A
records its own id as theprevious hop before forwarding
the packet toB. WhenB receives the packet, and decides to
forward the packet toA, it checks the previous hop record
and finds thatA is the previous hop. To avoid a routing loop,
B will not forward the packet toA, and look for the next
available contact.

A routing loop may involven(n > 2) nodes. To detect
such a routing loop, all these previousn hops should be
recorded. However, such loop detection mechanism dramat-
ically degrades the forwarding performance, since the detec-
tion mechanism may prevent many valid nodes from being
considered as the next hop. As shown in Figure 7, ifA is
the packet carrier after a routing loop has been detected, and
there is no other contact available exceptB. Suppose after
bothA andB pass the center of the intersection,A continues
going East andB to North. The packet should be forwarded
to B sinceB will move towards the best direction, and the
path betweenA and B becomes loop-free. However, as the
packet recordsB as the previous hop, forwarding the packet
to B is not allowed. Therefore, even though we can record
previous hop information to detect routing loops, many valid
forwarding paths cannot be used.

2) Direction First Probe (D-VADD):Routing loop occurs
because vehicles do not have an unanimous agreement on the
order of the priority, and then do not have an agreement on
who should carry the packet. To address this issue, D-VADD
ensures that everyone agrees on the priority order by letting
the vehicle moving towards the desired packet forwarding
direction carry the packet.

In D-VADD, the direction selection process is the same
as L-VADD. For a selected direction, instead of probing by
location (in L-VADD), D-VADD selects the contacts moving
towards the selected direction. Among the selected contacts,
the one closest to the selected direction is chosen as the next
hop. As shown in Figure 6, D-VADD selectsC as the next hop
when the selected direction is North. SinceB is not moving
North, it will not be considered. Therefore, D-VADD only
probes vehicles moving towards the direction whose priority
is higher than or equal to the moving direction of current
packet carrier. As the probing strictly follows the priority order
of the direction, D-VADD has the following property: Any
subsequent packet carrier moves towards the direction whose
priority is higher than or equal to that of the current packet
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carrier.
THEOREM 1: D-VADD is free from routing loops at inter-

section areas.
Proof: By contradiction, suppose a routing loop occurs

and nodeA andB are in the circle, which indicates that at least
one packet forwarded fromA passes throughB and returns to
A. Consider the first case thatA andB are moving in the same
direction, and the packet is forwarded fromA to B. It indicates
thatB is closer towards the destination direction thanA, while
packet passing back toA indicates the reverse. In the second
case, ifA andB move towards different direction, the packet
forwarded fromA to B indicatesB is moving towards the
direction of higher priority thanA’s, while the packet passing
back toA showsA’s direction has higher priority. Both cases
lead to contradictions. Therefore, there is no routing loopin
D-VADD.

3) Hybrid Probe (H-VADD): Comparing to other VADD
protocols, L-VADD without loop detection can minimize the
packet forwarding distance and hence the delay if there is no
loop. However, the routing loop in L-VADD severely affects
the performance and leads to a low packet delivery ratio.
Loop detection mechanism can remove the routing loop, but
may also increase the forwarding delay. D-VADD is free
from routing loops; however, they give priority to the moving
direction and may suffer from long packet forwarding distance,
and hence long packet delivery delay.

An ideal VADD protocol should minimize the geographic
forwarding distance and does not have routing loops. To
achieve this goal, we design a scheme called Hybrid Probe
(H-VADD), which works as follows. Upon entering an inter-
section, H-VADD behaves like L-VADD with loop detection.
If a routing loop is detected, it immediately switches to use
D-VADD until it exits the current intersection. In this way,H-
VADD inherits the advantage of using the shortest forwarding
path in L-VADD when there is no routing loop, and use D-
VADD to address the routing loop problem of L-VADD.

4) The Problem of Disagreement and Redundant Computa-
tion: At an intersection, if the preferred forwarding direction
of a packet is calculated at each hop of the forwarding nodes,
the following two problems may occur.
Disagreement on preferred direction: Each node indepen-
dently derives and solves Equation 4 only based on the local
information provided by their own digital maps. It is possible
that two nodes do not have exactly the same traffic statistics
(due to different map source, updating schedule and etc.). It is
possible that two successive forwarding nodes obtain different
expected forwarding delay for the same next road, so they may
use different optimal directions to forward the packet. Then
the packet may suffer from routing loops, similar to that in
L-VADD.
Redundant computation: In VADD, all the forwarding nodes
within the same intersection area should follow exactly the
same computation process, and ideally get the same preferred
forwarding direction for a given packet. Thus, it may waste
computation resources if multiple nodes do the computation
several times.

The above two problems exist in all three VADD proto-
cols: L-VADD, D-VADD, and H-VADD. To deal with these

problems, only the first node in the intersection area receiving
the packet performs the computation, and gets the priority
order of the next forwarding direction/road for the packet.This
information is enclosed in the packet header, and kept until
the packet is forwarded out of the current intersection. The
subsequent forwarding nodes in the same intersection do not
repeat the computation. Instead, they check the packet header
and forward the packet based on the computed priority order.
In this way, only one computation is performed for a packet at
one intersection, and the disagreement problem will be solved.

B. CalculatingPij

In this section, we provide solutions to calculatePij used
in Section II. Specifically, we choose D-VADD as the data
delivery protocol, because of its simplicity in modeling the
packet forwarding process. Certainly, other protocols such as
L-VADD and H-VADD can be modeled to calculatePij in
a similar way. The calculation ofPij under other VADD
protocols should provide similar results since the different
VADD protocols follow similar principle to find the optimal
forwarding path through the roads with high vehicle density.

We focus on the normal traffic layout, where each road has
one-way or two-way traffic and the intersections are either
signalized or isolated [17]. Throughout this section we assume
the vehicle arrivals at intersections follow Poisson distribution.

The expected time that a packet carrier stays in the In-
tersection Mode is referred to as thecontacting time. The
contacting time at a signalized intersectionIi, denoted asti,
is only related to the length of the signal interval atIi, and
we assume it can be obtained from the digital map. In an
isolated intersection, vehicles in all directions can smoothly go
through without being stopped. For a vehicle atIi, we assume
the average vehicle speed going through the intersection is
the same as the average vehicle speed at the outgoing road.
Let Rint denote the radius of the intersection area which is a
circle area with the intersection point as the center. Formula 5
computes the contacting time (Tij) for packet carriers which
enter intersectionIi, and move towards neighbor intersection
Ij .

Tij =

{

ti, Ii is signalized
2Rint

vij
, Ii is isolated

(5)

The packet carrier is able to forward the packet towards road
rij at Ii, only if it can meet at least one contact going towards
roadrij . Next, we calculate the probability (CPij ) for a packet
carrier to meet at least one contact towards roadrij , when the
carrier moves within the intersection area. LetN (Tij) denote
how many contacts moving towards roadrij can be seen in the
intersection area within time intervalTij , and letλij denote
the average rate of contactsleaving Ii and moving towards
roadrij , which can be computed asλij = ρij · vij ( ρij and
vij are defined in Section II-C). According to the definition
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of Poisson distribution,

CPij =Prob(N (Tij) ≥ 1)

=1 − Prob(N (Tij) = 0)

=1 − e−λijTij
(λijTij)

0

0!
=1 − e−ρijvijTij

The VADD protocols forward a packet towards the best
possible direction at the intersection. If intersectionIi only
has two outgoing roadsria and rib and satisfiesDia < Dib

with contacting probabilityCPia for contacts towards roadria

andCPib for contacts towards roadrib respectively,Pia would
be equal toCPia, andPib would beCPib−CPia ·CPib. This
is due to the reason that the path with the expected minimum
delivery delay will be selected, if both contacts are available
when the packet carrier passes the intersectionIi. Therefore, to
computePij at Ii, we need to first sortCPij for all j ∈ N(i)
by the non-decreasing order ofDij . However, asDij cannot be
obtained at this stage, we use the angle between the direction
of roadrij and the vector from the current intersection to the
destination, denoted asθij , to approximateDij , because a road
with smaller angle will more likely lead to a location closer
to the destination. The sorted list ofCPij looks like:

CPij1 ,CPij2 , CPij3 , · · · , CPijn
; wheren = |N(i)|

The subscripts ofjis implicitly indicate a meaningful order:

θij1 ≤ θij2 ≤ θij3 ≤ · · · ≤ θijn
(6)

By using basic probability, we can calculate the probability
of a packet being forwarded to roadrij at Ii. This result is
denoted asP ′

ij .

P ′
ij1

= CPij1

P ′
ij2

= CPij2 − CPij1 · CPij2

P ′
ij3

= CPij3

− (CPij1 · CPij3 + CPij2 · CPij3 )

+ CPij1 · CPij2 · CPij3

...

Suppose the packet carrier will move to roadrijc
(either go

straight or make a turn) after passingIi, the packet will only be
forwarded to the road that has higher or equal priority. Thatis,
for a roadrijk

, if k > c, Pijk
equals to zero, since the carrier

will continue to buffer data instead of forwarding it towards
lower priority roads. Thus, under the condition that the packet
carrier goes to roadrijc

after leavingIi, the probability that
road rijp

will be chosen as the packet forwarding direction
can be defined as the following conditional probability:

Pijp|ijc
= Prob{packet forwarded torijp

| carrier goes torijc
}

and

Pijp|ijc
=











P ′
ijp

, ∀p < c

1 −
∑c−1

s=1 P ′
ijs

, p = c

0, ∀p > c

(7)

Let Qic denote the probability of a vehicle moving (going
straight or turning) from the current intersectionIi towards
the next adjacent intersectionIc. Pij can be calculated by the
following:

Pij =
∑

c∈N(i)

Qic × Pijp|ijc
(8)

The complexity of calculatingPij is dominated by the step
of calculatingP ′

ij , and it is given by

Θ(

N(i)
∑

k=1

(

N(i)

k

)

) = Θ(2N(i))

Since one intersection is only directly connected with several
neighboring intersections in reality,N(i) is bounded and
fairly small, therefore,2N(i) can be seen as a constant. So
the complexity of computingPij for all n roads inside the
boundary isΘ(n).

C. Data Forwarding in StraightWay Mode and Destination
Mode

Data forwarding in the StraightWay mode is much simpler
than the intersection mode, since the traffic is at most bi-
direction. We can simply specify the intersection ahead, which
is jointed by the current road, as the target, and then apply
GPSR [16] towards the target location. If there is no vehicle
available to forward ahead, the current packet carrier continues
to carry the packet. Certainly, there may be better solutions.
For example, when the packet carrier meets a vehicle in
the opposite direction, the estimated delay from the current
vehicle position may be different when the vehicle receivedthe
packet. As a result, the packet carrier may decide to take the
intersection behind as the target location. However, checking
such cases may increase the computation overhead and the
chance of such cases may be small. Due to space limit, we
will leave these optimizations as future work.

A packet switches to the Destination Mode when its distance
to the destination is below a predefined threshold. The location
of the destination becomes the target location, and GPSR is
used to deliver the packet to the final destination.

IV. PERFORMANCEEVALUATIONS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the four
VADD protocols L-VADD, D-VADD, and H-VADD. Since
the L-VADD protocol may have routing loops, we evaluate
two versions of them: L-VADD (with loop) and L-VADD
(loop-free). It is shown in our simulation that almost all the
intersection routing loops in L-VADD (with loop) can be
detected by checking previous three-hop information, so L-
VADD(loop-free) encloses previous three-hop informationin
every forwarding packet to avoid intersection routing loops.
The H-VADD protocol is a hybrid of the L-VADD protocol
and the D-VADD protocol. We compare the performance
of the VADD protocols to several existing protocols: DSR
protocol [18], the epidemic routing protocol [12] and GPSR
[16]. Since GPSR is not proposed for sparsely connected
networks, its performance is very poor in VANETs. To have
a fair comparison, we extend GPSR by adding buffers. In this
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way, GPSR (with buffer) can be considered as a simple carry
and forward protocol.

Fig. 8. A snapshot of the simulation setup area

TABLE I
SIMULATION SETUP

Parameter Value
Simulation area 4000m × 3200m

# of intersections 24
Intersection area radius 200m
Number of vehicles 150, 210
# of packet senders 15
Communication range 200m
Vehicle velocity 15 - 80 miles per hour
CBR rate 0.1 - 1 packet per second
Data packet size 10 B - 4 KB
Vehicle beacon interval 0.5 sec
Packet TTL 128 sec

The experiment is based on a4000m × 3200m rectangle
street area, which presents a grid layout. The street layout
is derived and normalized from a snapshot of a real street
map in Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and
Referencing (TIGER) database [19] from U.S. Census Bureau.
These map data are transformed into the data format that can
be used by ns2, based on techniques presented in [20]. The
MAC layer protocol follows 802.11 with DCF enabled.

The mobility pattern is generated similar to that of [20],
but we need to model unevenly distributed traffic. We revised
the software in [20] to first compute the traveling time on
each road based on the length and speed limit of the road,
and then let each vehicle select the shortest path to the
destination. Thus, roads with high speed limit are chosen with
higher probability, which generates uneven traffic density. The
initial distribution follows the traffic density distribution of
the original map (i.e. more crowded roads are deployed with
relatively more vehicles and less interspace between vehicles).
Then, each vehicle randomly chooses one of the intersection
as its destination, and moves along the road to this destina-
tion. Immediately after it arrives the destination, the vehicle
randomly selects another intersection as the next destination
and moves towards it. The TIGER database contains road type
information for each road, and we assign the speed limit (20-
75 miles per hour) to each road based on the road type infor-
mation, for example, 20 mile/hour for unseparated downtown
streets, and 75 miles/hour for highways. The vehicles follow

the speed limit assigned to the road they are traveling on, with
a variance of 5 miles per hour. For simplicity, we only consider
the case of isolated intersection, and the node contacting time
at an intersection is calculated by Equation 5. Figure 8 shows
a snapshot of the simulation area.

Two fixed sites are deployed on the rightmost vertical road
in Figure 8. Among all vehicles, 15 of them are randomly
chosen to send CBR data packet to one of the fixed sites
during the move. To evaluate the performance on different data
transmission density, we vary the data sending rate (CBR rate)
from 0.1 to 1 packet per second. All experiment parameters
are shown in Table I. In order to find out the direction to
forward a packet to a given fixed site, the priority ranking
of the outgoing roads at the intersections for that fixed site
are pre-computed and loaded to the vehicle as the simulation
starts. The performance of the protocols are measured by the
data delivery ratio, the data delivery delay, and the generated
traffic overhead.

A. The Data Delivery Ratio

In this section, we compare the performance of VADD
protocols with epidemic routing, GPSR (with buffer), and DSR
in terms of data delivery ratio, and examine how it is affected
by the data transmission density and the vehicle density.

Figure 9 shows the data delivery ratio as a function of
the data sending rate and compares the performance under
different vehicle density settings. As shown in the figure,
DSR has the lowest data delivery ratio and is not suitable
for sparsely connected vehicular networks. Although GPSR
(with buffer) is implemented in a carry and forward way, it is
not a good choice since the geographical approach sometimes
leads to void areas with few vehicles passing by, and it
cannot make use of the traffic patterns. Therefore, its delivery
ratio is poor when the vehicle density is low, as shown in
Figure 9(a). However, when vehicle density is high (in Figure
9(b)), where the connectivity is much better than the previous
scenario, GPSR achieves very good delivery ratio, since the
node mobility will help carry and forward the packets which
temporarily reach the void zone. Intuitively, epidemic routing
explores every possible path to the destination, and should
represent the upper bound of the data delivery ratio. This is
true when the data sending rate is low (e.g., when the data
rate is 0.1 packet per second), and the node density is low.
However, as the data sending rate increases, the epidemic
routing protocol underperforms most VADD protocols. This
is due to MAC layer collisions. As the number of data
requests increases, the network traffic dramatically increases in
epidemic routing (see Figure 12), thus increasing the number
of collisions and reducing the packet delivery ratio. At more
densely deployed network as Figure 9(b), the delivery ratioof
the epidemic protocol drops even faster. While the epidemic
routing is very sensitive to the data rate and nodes density,
the VADD protocols, particularly H-VADD, steadily hold the
close-to-optimum delivery ratio at different settings.

Figure 9 also compares several VADD protocols. Among
them, the H-VADD protocol has the benefits of both L-VADD
and D-VADD, presenting the best delivery ratio. As discussed
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Fig. 9. Data delivery ratio as a function of the data sending rate

in the previous section, loop detection prevents some packets
from being sent to the loop vulnerable neighbors, which
reduces the chance of using some valid good paths. However,
with a high vehicle density, intersection routing loops do not
occur frequently, and the L-VADD (loop-free) protocol does
not need to exclude too many innocent nodes to recover from
the loop, and its delivery ratio becomes higher.
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The L-VADD (with loop) protocol has the lowest data
delivery ratio among the VADD protocols, and performs
especially poor when the node density is low, since routing
loops frequently happen and lead to packet drops. Figure 10
compares the percentage of the data packet dropped due to
TTL or MAC layer collision at a 150-node setting. As can
be seen from the figure, three VADD protocols (L-VADD,
D-VADD, and H-VADD) have similar percentage of packet
drops. Compared to these VADD protocols, the L-VADD (with
loop) protocol has a much higher packet drop rate; i.e., about
5 times higher. Figure 10 also verifies the effectiveness of
the routing loop detection mechanism used by the loop-free
L-VADD protocol.

From the figure, we can also see that the dropping rate of the
L-VADD (with loop) protocol is reduced as the data sending
rate increases. The is because most packets are dropped due to

routing loops instead of congestion using the 150-node setting.
Routing loops only occur at some particular time intervals.
When the data sending rate is high, more packets are buffered
and delivered before a routing loop occurs. Since the number
of dropped packets due to routing loops does not change too
much, but the total number of delivered packets increases as
the data sending rate increases, the percentage of data packet
drops becomes lower when the data sending rate increases.

B. The Data Delivery Delay

In this section we compare the data delivery delay from
moving vehicles to fixed sites using carry and forward
schemes. Here, we do not consider DSR since its data delivery
ratio is too low. Similarly, we do not consider the L-VADD
protocol due to its low delivery ratio compared to the D-
VADD protocol. Note that a low delivery ratio may reduce
the average data delivery delay since most undelivered packets
may experience long delay. This is especially true in the
DSR protocol, which only forwards packets through wireless
communication whereas other carry and forward protocols also
rely on the vehicle movement.

Figure 11 shows the change of the data delivery delay by
increasing the data sending rate. Epidemic routing presents
the optimum delivery delay only when the data rate is very
low. As the data sending rate increases, the delay of the
epidemic routing scheme also increases, because epidemic
routing generates many redundant packets. As the traffic
load increases, many packets may be dropped. Even though
the redundant copies can help deliver the packet, the delay
increases. GPSR has relatively low data delivery delay at low
node density (Figure 11(a)), but it is not meaningful simply
because of its low delivery ratio. A valid comparison is when
the GPSR protocol, the epidemic routing protocol, and the
VADD protocols have similar delivery ratio, e.g., at data rate
below 0.4 in Figure 11(b). In this case, GPSR shows much
longer delivery delay because it does not consider the vehicle
traffic pattern when making decisions.

The H-VADD protocol presents similar delivery delay as
the D-VADD protocol when the vehicle density is low, since
it relies more on D-VADD for loop recovery because of more
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Fig. 11. Data delivery delay as a function of the data sendingrate

routing loops. When the vehicle density is high, the delay
of the H-VADD protocol is lower than that of the D-VADD
protocol, but close to that of the L-VADD protocol. This shows
that it behaves more like the L-VADD protocol, but has better
packet delivery ratio than the loop free L-VADD. These results
verify that H-VADD effectively captures the advantages of
both L-VADD and D-VADD.

The delivery delay is affected by the delivery ratio. Some
extreme long-delay packets may greatly increase the mean
value, and the average delivery delay generally becomes
smaller when less packets are successfully delivered. So the
delivery delay of H-VADD appears to be larger than than
some other VADDs simply because it delivers more packets.
To better study the delivery delay, we examine the “The lowest
75% delivery delay”, which is the average delay of the lowest
75% packets. As shown in Figure 11(c), the delay of H-VADD
is only half of D-VADD. It is similar to L-VADD because it
behaves more like L-VADD when the node density is high.

C. Data Traffic Overhead

In this section, we evaluate the overhead of the carry
and forward protocols by using the number of data packets
generated per second, which is a summation of individual
packet-hops. For example, if a generated packet is forwarded
10 hops, the packet overhead is counted as 10 packet-hops.
The control packets are not included. The reason is that
the proposed VADD protocol is essentially a location-based
routing protocol and it does not require any more control
packets than other location-based routing protocols. All VADD
protocols and GPSR require the same number of control
messages which are the beacon messages to report the node
location. The control message overhead depends on the beacon
interval, which is set to 0.5 sec for all the evaluated protocols.
Thus, in VADD protocols and GPSR, each node generates
the same amount of control traffic regardless of the data
rate, topology and mobility. All results shown in this section
are based on the 210-node deployment scenario. Figure 12
shows the generated packet overhead as a function of the data
sending rate. As the data sending rate increases, the number
of packets generated by all protocols also increases. However,
the increasing trend is different. The overhead of epidemic
routing increases much faster than other protocols due to the
redundant packets generated.
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For the VADD protocols, L-VADD (with loop) has the
highest overhead due to loops whereas all the other VADD
protocols have about the same low overhead. Compared to
D-VADD,

D. The Impact of Data Packet Size

Figure 13 illustrates the impact of data packet size on the
performance of the GPSR protocol, the epidemic routing pro-
tocol, and the VADD protocols. Since all the VADD protocols
are affected by the data size in similar way, we choose H-
VADD to represent the VADD protocols in the comparison.
Larger packet size consumes more bandwidth and generates
more contention for the limited wireless channel. As shown in
Figure 13(a), the total injected data traffic using the epidemic
protocol increases much faster than GPSR and H-VADD. We
intentionally choose the setting at a very low data sending
rate (0.1 per second), where the delay of the epidemic routing
is close to H-VADD, and the delivery ratio is slightly better
than H-VADD at the starting size (10 Bytes) due to the help
of large amount of redundant packets. The delivery ratio of
the epidemic routing protocol drops much faster than the H-
VADD protocol as the data size increases (see Figure 13(b)).
As shown in Figure 13(c), the delivery delay of the epidemic
protocol increases dramatically as the packet size increases due
to the congestion caused by the huge traffic load. The delay
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of the GPSR protocol slightly decreases as the packet size
increases since some long delay packets are dropped. From
the figure, we can also see that the H-VADD protocol has the
lowest data delivery delay for different data sizes.

V. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

Many researchers and industry players believe that the
benefit of vehicular networks on traffic safety and many
commercial applications [1] should be able to justify the
cost. With such a vehicular network, many data delivery
applications can be supported without extra hardware cost.
However, existing protocols are not suitable for supporting
delay tolerate applications in sparsely connected vehicular
networks. To address this problem, we adopted the idea of
carry and forward, where a moving vehicle carries the packet
until a new vehicle moves into its vicinity and forwards the
packet. Different from existing carry and forward solutions, we
make use of the predicable vehicle mobility, which is limited
by the traffic pattern and road layout. We proposed several
vehicle-assisted data delivery (VADD) protocols: L-VADD,D-
VADD, and H-VADD based on the techniques used for road
selection at the intersection. Experimental results showed that
the proposed VADD protocols outperform existing solutions
in terms of packet delivery ratio, data packet delay and traffic
overhead. Among the proposed VADD protocols, the H-VADD
protocol has much better performance.

As future work, we will design protocols for query data
return. This is different from the previous data delivery
protocol since the destination is moving. Simple solutions
can be based on the predictable vehicle mobility. By adding
the moving trajectory into the query packet, the information
server attaches the moving trajectory with the query reply.
Intermediate vehicles that delivering the query reply needs to
calculate the destination position, and deliver the query reply
to that position. We will design and evaluate such protocols
and investigate other better solutions. Also, caching techniques
[21], [22] may also be applied to VANET to reduce the query
delay.

APPENDIX: Proof of the Linear Equation
System

THEOREM 2: The linear equation system given by Equa-
tion 4 has a unique solution.

In Equation 4, if P − E is an n × n invertible matrix,
(P − E) · X = −D has a unique solution given byX =
(P − E)−1 · −D. The rest of this section will prove that the
matrix P − E used in Section II-C is invertible.

It is important to relate the matrixP − E to real road
networks to further illustrate the properties ofP − E. The
matrix E is simply an n × n identity matrix. Then × n
matrix P describes the system withn directional roads. Note
that one road with two opposite traffics is defined as two
different directional roads in our model. Each row ofP
represents a directional road, and each column represents a
directional road. Most importantly, the number in theith row
and jth column of P (called theijth element and written
Pij ) represents the probability of choosing roadj as the next
road to forward a packet, given that the packet is currently on
road i. Let pij denote theijth element in the matrixP − E,
the following three properties ofP −E are useful in proving
Theorem 2.

Property 1: Diagonal Property

pkk = −1, for eachk = 1, · · · , n.

Proof: If a packet is currently carried on roadk, the next
road to forward the packet cannot be itself. So the probability
of selecting itself as the next road is 0. Therefore, in the
matrix P , Pkk = 0, for eachk = 1, · · · , n. The values of
the diagonal elements inP − E are

pkk = Pkk − 1 = 0 − 1 = −1, for eachk = 1, · · · , n.

Property 2: Row Property - There exists at least one
row r in P − E, such that prk = 0, for each k =
1, · · · , n and k 6= r. Besides these rows, all the other rows
r′ satisfy

∑n

k=1,k 6=r′ pr′k = 1.
Proof: Let’s first examine the matrixP . Since we assume

the destination area is either within one intersection area, or
at the middle of the road connecting two intersections, we can
find at least one road which directly leads to the destination
(without via any intermediate intersections). Let’s call this road
r. When a packet is already carried on the roadr, it will not
be forwarded to any other road except the destination. Thus
the probability of the packet reaching any other road from
road r is 0, i.e.Prk = 0, for eachk = 1, · · · , n and k 6= r.
When the packet is on a road which does not directly lead to
the destination (namedr′), it may be forwarded to any of the
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roads directly connected with the current road with certain
probability, and the summation of the probabilities of being
forwarded to all these roads is

∑n

k=1,k 6=r′ Pr′k = 1.
ApparentlyP and P − E have exactly the same elements

except the diagonal elements. Therefore, the above properties
are also hold for the matrixP − E. The Row Property of
P − E is proved.

Property 3: Column Property - At any columnc of the
matrix P −E, the elementpkc is either 0, or a positive value
less than or equal to 1, for eachk = 1, · · · , n and k 6= c.

Proof: In the matrix P , the value of the elementPkc

describes the probability of roadc to be chosen as the next
road to forward the packet, when the packet is currently on
roadk. When roadc is not directly connected to roadk, it is
impossible for roadc to be the next road to forward the packet
after roadk, so Pkc is equal to 0. Otherwise, the packet may
be forwarded to roadc immediately after passing roadk, and
the probability is apparently a positive value less than or equal
to 1.

Again, sinceP andP −E have exactly the same elements
except for the diagonal elements,pkc is equal toPkc, which
is either 0, or a positive value less than or equal to 1, when
k 6= c.

Let’s first simplify Equation System 4 by eliminating all the
equations with the form

−xi = −di.

The equation of this form corresponds to one row vectorPi

in P with pij = 0 (j = 1, · · · , n), which represents the road
directly leading to the destination. We simply substitute all xi

for di in these equations inP − E, and call the simplified
newm×m (certainlym < n) matrix asA. ApparentlyA still
holds the above three properties ofP −E, because this simple
transformation does not change any of the above properties.
Also, sinceA is reduced fromP−E only by using elementary
row operations, to proveA to be invertible is equivalent to
provingP − E to be invertible.

A sufficient condition to guarantee a matrix to be invertible
is that this matrix is diagonally dominant and irreducible.

DEFINITION 1: A matrix Qm×m is said to be diagonally
dominant iff, for every row (or column), the sum of the
absolute values of the off diagonal elements is never greater
than the absolute value of the diagonal element, and at least
there is one rowi in Q such that:

|qii| >

m
∑

k=1

k 6=i

|qik|

DEFINITION 2: A matrix Qm×m is said to be irreducible
iff, for any row indexi and column indexj, there is always
a nonnegative integers (which may be 0) and a sequence of
integersk1, · · · , ks so that the product

qi,k1
× qk1,k2

× · · · × qks,j

is nonzero.
LEMMA 1: The matrixA is a diagonally dominant matrix.

Proof: Since Property 1, 2 and 3 are held inA, all the
values of the diagonal elements inA are equal to0− 1 = −1

(Property 1), and the sum of the absolute values of the off
diagonal elements is less than or equal to 1 (Property 2).
Further, the transformation from the matrixP−E to the matrix
A eliminates some columns; and the eliminated columns
represent the roads which directly lead to the destination.For
simplicity, suppose only one columnj is eliminated inP −E,
thus roadj is the only road directly leading to the destination.
Since there must exist at least one other roadi (assumei < j,
without loss of generality), which does not directly lead tothe
destination, but chooses roadj with certain probabilityPij

(Pij 6= 0) as the next road to forward the packet (otherwise
the packet cannot reach the destination when it is on roadi).
SincePij is equal to the elementpij in the matrixP−E, when
columnj in P−E is eliminated, the sum of the absolute values
of the off diagonal elements in rowi is reduced, and becomes
less than 1. So we find one rowi in the new(n−1)× (n−1)
matrix A satisfying

|aii| = 1 >

n−1
∑

k=1

k 6=i

|aik|.

When more than one columns are eliminated, this property
can be proved similarly. Therefore, the matrixA is diagonally
dominant.

LEMMA 2: The matrixA is an irreducible matrix.
Proof: SinceP −E is generated based on the real roads

in a given non-partitioned area, all the roads are reachable
from one to another. Thus for any two roadi andj, a packet
can always be routed fromi to j with certain probability. The
only exception occurs when the packet is already on the road
directly leading to the destination, and it is impossible toreach
any other road. However, after we eliminate these roads inP−
E, and transform the matrix toA, this exception does not exist
in A, because all the roads directly leading to the destination
are eliminated. Therefore the probability of the packet routed
between any pair of roadsi and j is not zero. Suppose the
packet is routed via the road sequencei, rk1

, rk2
, · · · , rks

, j.
The probability of following this sequence is

ai,k1
× ak1,k2

× · · · × aks,j

which is not zero. Thus the matrixA is irreducible.
Since the matrixA is both diagonally dominant and irre-

ducible, it is invertible. We conclude that the matrixP − E
is also invertible, and the linear equation system shown in
Equation 4 has a unique solution.
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